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#Metalgol, who recently scored 25 goals to help his team to the 2014
World Cup semifinal, has pledged to carry on playing after failing to
qualify for UEFA's Europe's Best Team, as the result of their 2-2
aggregate loss to Sweden. "I won't be taking it to heart," he told
reporters at the end of the tournament. "The only thing I can do is to
keep contributing with my skills because this is my only pleasure in
football.". Hagi said he was glad to see his country qualify for its fifth
successive World Cup. "I think that going to Brazil is what we really
want," he said. "Playing there and seeing a new country, great players,
and knowing that our boys can contribute by playing a good game.".
Argentina's #Metalgol, who recently scored 25 goals to help his team
to the 2014 World Cup semifinal, has pledged to carry on playing
after failing to qualify for UEFA's Europe's Best Team, as the result
of their 2-2 aggregate loss to Sweden. "I won't be taking it to heart,"
he told reporters at the end of the tournament. "The only thing I can
do is to keep contributing with my skills because this is my only
pleasure in football.". Hagi said he was glad to see his country qualify
for its fifth successive World Cup. "I think that going to Brazil is what
we really want," he said. "Playing there and seeing a new country,
great players, and knowing that our boys can contribute by playing a
good game.". -Marca magazine It seems to me like Hagi would be one
of the top strikers in the world. Unfortunately when he gets on the
pitch, he seems to only care about himself and his own play. I agree
with the above. Hagi is not a complete player. On top of not putting
much effort into his game he seems like a selfish individual when he
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scores goals. He is like Gabriel Batistuta in that regard. -Marca
magazine Hagi is a star, but he's not Messi, nor is he 1cb139a0ed
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